Involvement of $\textit{RAD9}$-Dependent Damage Checkpoint Control in Arrest of Cell Cycle, Induction of Cell Death, and Chromosome Instability Caused by Defects in Origin Recognition Complex in $\textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}$
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Perturbation of origin firing in chromosome replication is a possible cause of spontaneous chromosome instability in multireplicon organisms. Here, we show that chromosomal abnormalities, including aneuploidy and chromosome rearrangement, were significantly increased in yeast diploid cells with defects in the origin recognition complex. The cell cycle of orc1-4/orc1-4 temperature-sensitive mutant was arrested at the G2/M boundary, after several rounds of cell division at the restrictive temperature. However, prolonged incubation of the mutant cells at 37°C led to abrogation of G2 arrest, and simultaneously the cells started to lose viability. A sharp increase in chromosome instability followed the abrogation of G2 arrest. In orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ diploid cells grown at 37°C, G2 arrest and induction of cell death were suppressed, while chromosome instability was synergistically augmented. These findings indicated that DNA lesions caused by a defect in Orc1p function trigger the $\textit{RAD9}$-dependent checkpoint control, which ensures genomic integrity either by stopping the cell cycle progress until lesion repair, or by inducing cell death when the lesion is not properly repaired. At semirestrictive temperatures, orc2-1/orc2-1 diploid cells demonstrated G2 arrest and loss of cell viability, both of which require $\textit{RAD9}$-dependent checkpoint control. However, chromosome instability was not induced in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells, even in the absence of the checkpoint control. These data suggest that once cells lose the damage checkpoint control, perturbation of origin firing can be tolerated by the cells. Furthermore, although a reduction in origin-firing capacity does not necessarily initiate chromosome instability, the Orc1p possesses a unique function, the loss of which induces instability in the chromosome.

Spontaneous genetic alterations leading to loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in diploid yeast cells occur 2 to 3 orders of magnitude more frequently than spontaneous mutations occurring in the corresponding gene in haploid cells (18). This is because genetic changes in diploid cells are mostly due to chromosomal abnormalities, such as loss of chromosome, allelic recombination, truncation, amplification, and translocation. Our recent studies using $\textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}$ diploid cells indicate that processes of homologous recombination play a significant role in the chromosomal abnormalities (18, 39). This implies that specific events triggering homologous recombination frequently occur during normal cell growth (15). It is possible that during chromosomal DNA replication, double-strand DNA breaks (DSB) are produced so often that some escape the accurate process of recombination repair between sister chromatids and result in erroneous recombination or chromosome destruction.

Extensive studies in $\textit{Escherichia coli}$ demonstrated that stall or collapse of the replication fork triggers the recombination process, which in turn facilitates recovery of the interrupted replication (20, 22, 26, 27, 32). In eukaryotes, replication progression is monitored by checkpoint control mechanisms, which stop or delay the cell cycle when the replication fork is blocked (17, 48). It has been suggested that the DNA damage checkpoint control facilitates recovery of the replication fork by increasing the time for repair, inducing genes related to the repair, and activating the repair mechanisms (31). Cells lacking checkpoint control are hypersensitive to agents that block the replication fork (44, 45) and exhibit an increased level of chromosome instability even when cells are not treated with such agents (28, 43). Cells defective in homologous recombination also exhibit elevated chromosome instability (6, 16, 24, 25, 49). Therefore, it is possible that spontaneous chromosome abnormality results, at least in part, from a failure in the recovery of replication fork progression after blockage. However, factors that cause the block of replication fork progression in normally growing cells are largely unknown.

Spontaneous DNA damages, such as those caused by active oxygen radicals and their processed intermediates during repair, are plausible candidates for the obstruction of the replication fork in normal cells (34). To date, the query on whether the absence of mechanisms of base or nucleotide excision repair, which eliminate spontaneous damage, increases chromosome instability remains to be elucidated. Other possible candidates are intrinsic barriers of the replication fork within the chromosome. DNA regions containing such replication barri-
ers within the *E. coli* genome are in fact hot spot sites for recombination (29). In *S. cerevisiae*, the repetitive unit of ribosomal DNA contains a replication barrier that promotes recombination between the units with an unusually high frequency (4, 21). Although another replication fork barrier was recently identified near the HML locus in the yeast genome (42), it is uncertain whether replication fork barriers are distributed at numerous loci throughout the genome. In addition to such particular replication barriers, it is generally speculated that progression of the replication fork is discontinued or delayed on collision with transcription apparatus, topoisomerases, or other proteins moving on or binding the same DNA molecule (3). In fact, replication fork pause sites transiently arresting replication fork movement were mapped to tRNA genes of *S. cerevisiae* in vivo. Replication fork pause sites are polar, stalling replication forks only when they oppose the direction of tRNA transcription (8). The state of the chromatin structure may also affect the progress of the replication fork. We further speculated that cellular mechanisms to avoid such unfavorable collisions might involve the efficiency and timing of initiation of DNA replication for each replicon (13, 35, 47), so that the advancement of the replication fork could be least interfered with. To examine this hypothesis, we analyzed genetic instability in cells defective in the origin-firing process of chromosomal replication.

When origin firing is delayed or perturbed, the replication fork occasionally moves into adjacent replicons that may not be ready, and one half segment of such a replicon is to be replicated by the invading replication fork that proceeds in the unusual direction. These overrunning replication forks possibly increase the chance of fork arrest and may induce chromosome instability. Earlier studies demonstrate that temperature-sensitive alleles of *MCMI* and *CDC6*, which are involved in origin firing in *S. cerevisiae* showed increased levels of spontaneous chromosome instability, in agreement with this hypothesis (5, 11). We employed temperature-sensitive alleles of *ORC1* and *ORC2* to examine the effects on chromosome instability in diploid cells. The *ORC1* and *ORC2* genes encode subunits of the origin recognition complex, which plays a central role in origin firing in *S. cerevisiae* (10).

We found that both *orc1*-4/*orc1*-4 and *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1 diploid cells showed cell cycle arrest at the G$_2$/M boundary at the restrictive temperature, although the G$_2$ arrest of *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1 cells was only observed at temperatures between 26 and 30°C. The *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1 cells were arrested at the G$_1$/S boundary at temperatures above 32°C. It appeared that the G$_2$ arrest of both mutants is mediated by the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control. In the absence of the damage checkpoint, *orc1*-4/*orc1*-4 cells continued to divide at the restrictive temperature. Growth defects of *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1 cells were also suppressed when the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control was absent. These findings indicate that some kind of DNA lesion is produced and triggers the damage checkpoint in both *orc* mutant cells after the temperature shift. As expected, chromosome instability was elevated in *orc1* mutant cells, following prolonged incubation at the restrictive temperature. Furthermore, kinetic studies of the induction of chromosome instability in *orc1*-4/*orc1*-4 cells demonstrated that this process was strongly suppressed by the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control and induced only after abrogation of G$_2$ arrest, which was initiated around 10 h after the temperature shift. Therefore, it is plausible that perturbation of the origin-firing process induces DNA lesions, which cause spontaneous chromosome instability. However, chromosome instability was never elevated in *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1 cells even in the absence of the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control. This difference between the *orc* alleles suggests that Orc1p has a novel function, the loss of which leads to chromosome instability.

In the present study, we also found that the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control is required for the loss of cell viability induced in both *orc1* and *orc2* mutants at restrictive temperatures. In *orc1*-4/*orc1*-4 cells, loss of cell viability and chromosome instability was simultaneously initiated upon the abrogation of G$_2$ arrest. Furthermore, it appeared that the cell death is not a direct outcome of the chromosome instability elevated in the mutant diploid cells. These findings suggest that the loss of cell viability induced in *orc1*-4/*orc1*-4 and *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1 cells is a task of the damage checkpoint control, and this phenotype of *orc1*-4 mutant is designated CICD (for checkpoint-dependent induction of cell death). We propose two distinct roles for the damage checkpoint control in ensuring genome integrity in normally growing cells; one is to provide time for the recovery of stalled replication fork by delaying cell cycle progress, and the other is to eliminate cells with potential chromosome instability from the population by killing such cells.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Strains of *S. cerevisiae*

All yeast strains used in this study were derivatives of YKU1 and YKU25, parental strains of which are FY23 and FY838, respectively (18), and are listed in Table 1. Standard genetic manipulations of yeast were performed as previously described (18). The *orc1*-3 and *orc1*-4 alleles are base substitutions in the *ORC1* gene, resulting in the amino acid changes F171V and L134P, respectively. These alleles were initially obtained by the method of mutagenic PCR and screened for temperature-sensitive growth at 37°C (K. Shirahige and H. Yoshikawa, unpublished data). The *orc1*-3 and *orc1*-4 strains were constructed by integration and excision of the pRS406 plasmid (7, 36) containing the mutant *orc1* genes. The *orc1*-4 mutation (12) was introduced into yeast strains by the same method. The rohA strains were constructed by transformation with a PCR-derived kanMX module flanked by short terminal sequences homologous to the end of the RAD9 open reading frame (41).

#### Growth of yeast cells

Media for yeast strains, including complex glucose (YPD), synthetic complete (SC) and various dropout media, were prepared as described previously (18). For YPD medium, adenine sulfate was added to YPD to a final concentration of 0.004%. Cells were precultured at the permissive temperature (23°C) in SC medium depleted of uracil, leucine, and adenine until midlog phase (1.0 × 10$^6$ to 1.0 × 10$^7$ cells/ml) and subsequently inoculated at a density of 2.0 × 10$^5$ cells/ml into YPD medium supplemented with uracil (20 μg/ml). Cultures were incubated (zero time point) with agitation at nonpermissive (37°C) or semipermissive temperatures (26 to 32°C for *orc2*-1/*orc2*-1). For determination of cell viability, cells were collected at appropriate time points, diluted, sonicated, and incubated on YPD plates at 23°C for 5 to 7 days. Analysis of LOH events in diploid yeast cells. Analysis of LOH was performed as described previously for strain RD301 (18) with minor modifications. Cells were precultured, grown, and collected as described above. 5-Fluoro-orotic acid (5-FOA) plates were prepared as described (18). After dilution and sonication, samples were spread on plates of YPD, 5-FOA, 5-FOA depleted of leucine, 5-FOA depleted of leucine and adenine and incubated at 23°C for 5 to 7 days. At least four independent experiments were performed for each strain, and LOH frequency was presented as an average of these values.

Flow cytometry analysis and DNA micrograph examination. For DNA content measurement, cells were stained with propidium iodide and analyzed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (19) with a Becton Dickinson FACSscan and Cell Quest software. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) and examined using a Zeiss fluorescence microscope.

**Analysis of yeast chromosomes by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE).**
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FGGE analysis of yeast chromosomes was performed, using the standard conditions described previously (18). Electrophoresis was conducted on 1% PFGE-certified agarose (Bio-Rad) in 0.5× TBE buffer at 14°C, with a CHEF Mapper XA Pulsed Field Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad). Following electrophoresis, the gel was stained with ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/ml) for 30 to 60 min, destained in deionized water for 20 to 60 min, and photographed using a charge-coupled device video camera (Atto) with DensitoGRAPH software (Atto).

RESULTS

Growth inhibition and loss of cell viability due to defects in the origin recognition complex in diploid yeast cells. The ORC1 gene is essential for the growth of yeast cells (19). To obtain further insights into the cellular functions of this gene product, we constructed a series of temperature-sensitive orc1 mutants by PCR mutagenesis of the ORC1 gene (K. Shirahige and H. Yoshikawa, unpublished data). Among these, orc1-3 and orc1-4 were employed to examine defects in cell growth and effects of the mutations on chromosome instability. Since we intended to use diploid cells for examining chromosome instability in mutant strains, cells homozygous for each allele were constructed and their growth defects were studied at the nonpermissive temperature.

The orc1-4/orc1-4 homozygous cells were unable to form colonies at 37°C, indicative of a temperature-sensitive growth phenotype. This phenotype of orc1-4 allele was shown to be recessive to the wild-type allele. Notably, orc1-4/orc1-4 diploid cells did not immediately stop their division after shifting the growth temperature to 37°C but continued to grow for 10 h at the restrictive temperature, resulting in an eightfold increase in the number of viable cells at this time point (Fig. 1A). During this period, the growth rate was gradually decreased and the contents of G2 or M phase cells were increased (Fig. 1B). The typical morphology of cells at the 8-h time point was dumbbell shaped with an undivided nucleus (Fig. 2B), indicating that the cells were mostly in the G2 phase. After the 10-h time point, the diploid cells started to lose their viability (Fig. 1A). At the 24-h time point, the number of viable cells was decreased to about 10% of that observed at the 10-h time point. Interestingly, cell cycle arrest at the G2/M boundary was abrogated about 10% of that observed at the 10-h time point. Interest-

TABLE 1. Genotypes of yeast strains used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genotype*</th>
<th>Reference or origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haploid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YKU1</td>
<td>MATa his2Δ202 leu2Δ1 ura3-52 trp1Δ63</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YKU23</td>
<td>MATa his2Δ202 leu2Δ1 ura3-52 hisΔ200 ade2Δ::hisG</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YKU34</td>
<td>YKU1 except LEU2 ade2Δ::hisG III-205::URA3 III-314::ADE2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ23</td>
<td>YKU34 except orc1-3</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ24</td>
<td>YKU23 except orc1-3</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ25</td>
<td>YKU34 except orc1-4</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ26</td>
<td>YKU23 except orc1-4</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ29</td>
<td>YKU34 except orc2-1</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ30</td>
<td>YKU23 except orc2-1</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ31</td>
<td>YKU34 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ32</td>
<td>YKU23 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ33</td>
<td>YMJ23 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ34</td>
<td>YMJ24 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ35</td>
<td>YMJ25 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ36</td>
<td>YMJ26 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ39</td>
<td>YMJ29 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMJ40</td>
<td>YMJ30 except rad9Δ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD301</td>
<td>MATa/MATa his2Δ202/leu2Δ202 LEU2/leu2Δ1 ura3-52/ura3-52 trp1Δ63/TPR1 HIS3/his3Δ200</td>
<td>YKU23 × YKU34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD602</td>
<td>RD301 except orc1-3/orc1-3</td>
<td>YMJ23 × YMJ24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD603</td>
<td>RD301 except orc1-4/orc1-4</td>
<td>YMJ25 × YMJ26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD605</td>
<td>RD301 except orc2-1/orc2-1</td>
<td>YMJ29 × YMJ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD611</td>
<td>RD301 except rad9Δ/rad9Δ</td>
<td>YMJ31 × YMJ32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD612</td>
<td>RD301 except orc1-3/orc1-3 rad9Δ/rad9Δ</td>
<td>YMJ33 × YMJ34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD613</td>
<td>RD301 except orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ</td>
<td>YMJ35 × YMJ36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD615</td>
<td>RD301 except orc2-1/orc2-1 rad9Δ/rad9Δ</td>
<td>YMJ39 × YMJ40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* III-205::URA3 signifies that the URA3 fragment is inserted at kb 205 of chromosome III. III-314::ADE2 signifies that the ADE2 fragment is inserted at kb 314 of chromosome III.

omp, division of the mutant cells ceased more rapidly than that of orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, and orc1-3/orc1-3 cells were arrested at the G2/M boundary. The viable cell number increased twofold within the first 10 h after the temperature shift. Similar to orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, viability of orc1-3/orc1-3 cells started to decline at the 10-h time point, and the cell death was accompanied with abrogation of G2 arrest of the cell cycle.

Temperature-sensitive mutants of other ORC genes have
been previously reported (1, 9, 12). Haploid strains with orc2-1 or orc5-1 mutations showed loss of cell viability at the restrictive temperature, and cell death started at the 1-h time point subsequent to the temperature shift. We constructed an orc2-1/orc2-1 homozygous diploid strain coisogenic to orc1 mutant strains. As shown in Fig. 3A, orc2-1/orc2-1 cells displayed a more pronounced temperature-sensitive growth phenotype than orc1-4/orc1-4 cells at 37°C. The viability of orc2-1/orc2-1 cells decreased significantly upon temperature shift to 37°C with a time lag of 1 h, and most cells were arrested at the G1/S boundary at an early period of the heat treatment (Fig. 3B[37°C at the 80-min time point]). When the growth temperature was lowered, the loss of viability of orc2-1/orc2-1 cells was weakened, although this was still observed at early time points following the temperature shift (Fig. 3A). Unexpectedly, the phase of cell cycle arrest changed when lowering the growth temperature (Fig. 3B). At 30 and 26°C, cells were arrested at the G2/M boundary. However, abrogation of the cell cycle arrest was not apparent on prolonged heat treatment of the cells. Distribution of DNA content in dying orc2-1/orc2-1 cells was also different from that observed with the orc1-4/orc1-4 cells. Therefore, the process of cell death in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells at the nonpermissive temperatures were different from that in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, suggesting distinct effects of these orc mutations on progress of the cell cycle.

RAD9-dependent checkpoint control is required for both G2/M cell cycle arrest and loss of cell viability due to defects in ORC1 and ORC2 genes. Since orc1-4/orc1-4 cells were able to proceed to at least three rounds of cell cycle after the temperature shift, the replication of chromosome DNA was not severely affected in the mutant cells. We suspected that the arrest of cell cycle in orc1 mutant cells at the nonpermissive temperature might not be a direct effect of the mutation. Instead, the orc1 mutations might cause a situation that activates the G2/M checkpoint control of cell cycle. To examine this possibility, we constructed orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ and orc1-3/orc1-3
of the orc1-4/orc1-4 diploid strain was partially recovered by the rad9Δ mutation (Fig. 5). Similar to orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, the contents of G₂ or M phase cells were increased in the double mutant cells following the temperature shift (Fig. 4B). However, in contrast to the orc1-4/orc1-4 strain, tight arrest of cell cycle at the G₂/M boundary at the 8-h time point was not observed in the orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ strain. Accumulation of cells with very low DNA content was also suppressed by the rad9Δ mutation. Similar results were obtained with the orc1-3/orc1-3 rad9Δ/rad9Δ diploid strain (data not shown). From these observations, we concluded that the RAD9 gene is involved in the G₂ arrest induced in orc1 diploid cells at the restrictive temperature. Furthermore, the RAD9-dependent G₂/M checkpoint control is required for the loss of cell viability initiated at the catastrophic time point.

G₂ arrest of orc2-1/orc2-1 cells at 26°C was also dependent on the RAD9 function. In diploid orc2-1/orc2-1 rad9Δ/rad9Δ cells, growth inhibition and G₂ arrest at 26°C were almost completely suppressed (Fig. 6). This implied that the RAD9-dependent G₂/M checkpoint control is required for the G₂ arrest induced in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells at 26°C. In addition, it appeared that the loss of viability of orc2-1/orc2-1 cells under the restrictive condition is dependent on the RAD9 function. Cell death induced at temperatures above 30°C was significantly but only partially suppressed (Fig. 6). Therefore, at the higher temperatures, the induction of cell death in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells possibly involves both RAD9-dependent and RAD9-independent mechanisms.

From the effects of rad9Δ mutation on growth defects caused by orc mutations, it was suggested that when functions of ORC are partially hampered, cells produce some kind of DNA lesion or an unusual DNA structure which activates the G₂/M checkpoint control governed by the Rad9p. It is evident, however, that genome-wide DNA replication can be completed at the degree of malfunction of ORC in the temperature-sensitive orc mutants.

High incidence of chromosome loss and chromosome rearrangement in temperature-sensitive orc1 but not orc2 mutant cells after their treatment for 24 h under the restrictive conditions. We expected that improper firing of replication origins during chromosome replication might induce chromosome instability in orc mutant cells. The observation that the G₂/M checkpoint control was activated in orc mutant cells prompted us to examine survivors of orc mutant cells treated at restrictive temperatures for 24 h in their chromosomal integrity. To do this, we utilized URA3 hemizygote diploid strains in which the URA3 marker was placed on the right arm of chromosome III (18). LOH events leading to functional inactivation of the hemizygous URA3 marker are easily detected as 5-FOA-resistant clones. Our previous analyses indicated that the LOH events occurring in wild-type yeast diploid cells result from loss of chromosome, allelic recombination, intrachromosomal deletion, and interchromosomal ectopic recombination including translocation (18). Gene conversion and intragenic mutation were very rare events causing the LOH. These classes of LOH events can be distinguished by analyzing the status of other selectable heterozygous markers located on chromosome III and by directly examining the copy number and size of the chromosome III by PFGE (Fig. 7).

As shown in Table 2, LOH frequencies in orc mutant diploid
strains grown at the permissive temperature were equal to that determined with the wild-type strain. When the \textit{orc1} mutant strains were treated at 37°C for 24 h, 20- to 30-fold increment of the LOH frequencies was observed. On the other hand, the \textit{orc2-1/orc2-1} diploid strain did not show any significant enhancement of LOH frequency at 26, 30, and 32°C. It was technically difficult to determine LOH frequency in the \textit{orc2-1/orc2-1} strain treated at 37°C for 24 h because of severe cell death.

**FIG. 3.** Induction of cell death and patterns of cell cycle arrest in \textit{orc2-1/orc2-1} diploid cells at different temperatures. RD605 (\textit{orc2-1/orc2-1}) cells were precultured at 23°C, diluted with fresh medium as described in Materials and Methods, and grown with vigorous shaking at indicated temperatures (zero time) for 24 h. (A) At indicated time points, aliquots were withdrawn, appropriately diluted with YPD medium, and cultured on YPD plates at 23°C for 5 to 7 days. The relative density of viable cells was calculated by normalizing with the density of viable cells at the zero time point. (B) Cell cycle progression in RD605 (\textit{orc2-1/orc2-1}) grown at indicated temperatures was analyzed by flow cytometry.
Among the LOH clones screened from orc1-4/orc1-4 cells surviving after the heat treatment, those suffering from loss of chromosome III were predominant (Table 3). Hence, the frequency of loss of the chromosome in surviving orc1-4/orc1-4 cells was 60 times as high as that for the wild-type cells. This propensity of orc1-4/orc1-4 cells to spontaneously lose chromosome was not confined to chromosome III. In a direct examination of chromosome patterns of individual surviving clones by PFGE, various chromosomes were found to be lost frequently from the clones (data not shown). Seventeen out of 60 clones that survived after the heat treatment for 24 h appeared to have lost some chromosome, whereas no such aneuploid clone was detected among the 60 clones of untreated orc1-4/orc1-4 cells that were examined.

LOH clones resulting from events other than chromosome loss were also increased significantly in the surviving orc1-4/orc1-4 cells. The frequency of LOH clones caused by intrachromosomal deletion, occurring exclusively between HMR and MAT loci, was about 10-fold higher than that for wild-type clones. Interchromosomal ectopic recombination, resulting in aberrant chromosomes, occurred about eight times more frequently in the surviving orc1-4/orc1-4 cells than wild-type cells. However, frequencies of LOH clones resulting from allelic recombination, both crossing over and gene conversion types, were only slightly elevated in the surviving orc1-4/orc1-4

FIG. 4. Effects of rad9Δ mutation on viability and cell cycle arrest of orc1-4/orc1-4 diploid cells at nonpermissive temperature. Experimental procedures were as described in the legend of Fig. 1. (A) Diploid strains, RD611 (rad9Δ/rad9Δ) and RD613 (orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ) were grown at 23 and 37°C. As controls, growth curves for RD301 (wild-type) and RD603 (orc1-4/orc1-4) are indicated by broken lines. (B) Cell cycle progression in diploid strains, RD611 (rad9Δ/rad9Δ) and RD613 (orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ), grown at 37°C was analyzed by flow cytometry.

FIG. 5. Effects of rad9Δ mutation on temperature-sensitive growth phenotype of orc1-4/orc1-4 mutant strain. Diploid strains, RD611 (rad9Δ/rad9Δ) and RD613 (orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ), were logarithmically grown in YPD medium at 23°C. Cells were stepwise 10-fold diluted with YPD medium, spotted onto YPD plates, and incubated at 30 or 37°C for 2 days. As controls, growth capabilities of wild-type diploid (RD301) and orc1-4/orc1-4 diploid (RD603) strains are also shown.
cells. Similar patterns of class distribution of LOH clones were observed with orc1-3/orc1-3 strains when they were treated at 37°C for 24 h (data not shown).

**Time course of chromosome instability in orc1 mutant cells at the restrictive temperature.** To obtain a clue to a relationship between growth defects and chromosome instability observed in the orc1 mutant diploid strains, the frequency of LOH was measured for the orc1-4/orc1-4 mutant cells at several time points after the temperature shift (Fig. 8A).

In orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, LOH frequencies were not significantly increased for the first 10 h after the temperature shift. Then, beyond the catastrophic time point, LOH frequencies were sharply increased. Similar results were obtained with the orc1-3/orc1-3 diploid strain (data not shown). Chromosome instability caused by the defect in Orc1p thus appeared to be accompanied with the abrogation of G2 arrest in the mutant cells.

**Roles of RAD9-dependent cell cycle checkpoint control in the maintenance of chromosomes in orc1 temperature-sensitive mutant cells.** Since no significant induction of chromosome instability was observed until the incubation of orc1-4/orc1-4 cells at 37°C was past the catastrophic time point, the defects in Orc1p seemed not to result directly in chromosome instability. However, it seemed likely that the chromosome instability under nonpermissive conditions was suppressed by some cellular function in the orc1-3/orc1-3 and orc1-4/orc1-4
cells. If this were the case, the suppression of chromosome instability would be released when the cell cycle arrest was abrogated. From this reason, we expected that the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control might be involved in the suppression of chromosome instability in the mutant cells. Similarly, we speculated that no apparent induction of the chromosome instability in the orc-2/orc2-1 cells under non-permissive conditions might be due to strong suppression of chromosome instability by the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control. To examine these possibilities, we measured the LOH frequencies of orc-1/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ and orc-2/orc2-1 rad9Δ/rad9Δ diploid cells after the temperature shift.

The ORC-proficient rad9Δ/rad9Δ strain showed a slightly increased level of LOH frequency (Table 3). The rad9Δ mutations affected all major classes of the LOH events that occurred in wild-type cells. LOH frequency was further increased when the orc-1/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ double mutant strain was grown at 37°C (Fig. 8A). In this strain, chromosome instability was induced shortly after the temperature shift, demonstrating LOH frequencies 8- and 30-fold higher than those of the rad9Δ/rad9Δ and orc-1/orc1-4 strains, respectively, at the 10-h time point. As shown in Table 3, the high LOH frequency of the double mutant strain was due to synergistic effects of rad9Δ and orc-1-4 mutations. About 80% of the LOH events were chromosome loss in the orc-1/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ cells. Interestingly, LOH caused by allelic recombination, especially crossover type, was significantly enhanced in the double mutant cells. These data clearly indicated that the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control suppresses chromosome instability induced by the defect in Orc1p function and that the suppression was almost complete until the catastrophic 10-h time point. Furthermore, it was evident that DNA lesions caused by the defect in Orc1p function that triggers the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control directly leads to the chromosome instability.

In contrast to the synergistic effects of rad9Δ and orc-1-4 mutations on LOH frequency, the orc-2/orc2-1 rad9Δ/rad9Δ double mutant strain grown at 26, 30, or 32°C showed the same level of LOH frequency as that determined with the orc-2/orc2-1 strain (Fig. 8B). Under these conditions, the orc-2/orc2-1 rad9Δ/rad9Δ strain grew normally but at slightly lower rates (Fig. 6A). However, as described earlier, the defect in Orc2p function triggers the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control at temperatures above 26°C. Therefore, it was suggested that DNA lesions caused by the orc-2-1 mutation are recognized by the checkpoint control system but do not lead to the chromosome instability that can be detected by the experimental system used in this study. The different effects of orc-1-4 and orc-2-1 on chromosome instability implied that the nature of

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Strain} & \text{Frequency of LOH (10^{-7}) at temp (°C)} \\
\hline
\text{Wild type} & 12 (1.0) & 19 (1.0) & 18 (1.0) & ND & 22 (1.0) \\
\text{orc-1/orc1-3} & 12 (1.0) & ND & ND & 780 (35) \\
\text{orc-1-4/orc1-4} & 11 (0.92) & ND & ND & 450 (20) \\
\text{orc-2/orc2-1} & 14 (1.2) & 22 (1.2) & 22 (1.2) & 37 & ND \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

* The frequency of 5-FOA' cells was determined for each strain after cultivation for 24 h at the indicated temperatures as described in Materials and Methods. Numbers in parentheses indicate increases in frequency of LOH relative to that of the wild-type strain grown at each temperature. ND, not determined.
protein, and the cell death in these is assumed to be a direct effect of the defect in each ORC subunit.

The orc1-4 mutation to this class was expected to be less than 10%. Growth defects in complete replication or from permanent arrest of cells in M phase induced the term replication checkpoint, which generate DSB. Since we provided no direct evidence for the intragenic point mutation to this class was expected to be less than 10%.

This class represents HML-MAT deletion (18).

Allelic recombination

Chromosome loss

Frequency of LOH ($10^{-5}$)

Wild type rad9Δ rad9Δ orc1-4/orc1-4 orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ rad9Δ

Chromosome rearrangement

Ectopic crossover

Intrachromosomal deletion

Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Wild type</th>
<th>rad9Δ rad9Δ</th>
<th>orc1-4/orc1-4</th>
<th>orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ rad9Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allelic recombination</td>
<td>6.6 (1.0)</td>
<td>56 (8.5)</td>
<td>400 (61)</td>
<td>1,300 (200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossing over</td>
<td>11 (1.0)</td>
<td>34 (3.1)</td>
<td>19 (1.7)</td>
<td>150 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene conversion</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.3)</td>
<td>8.4 (2.8)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome rearrangement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectopic crossover</td>
<td>2.4 (1.0)</td>
<td>7.9 (3.3)</td>
<td>19 (7.9)</td>
<td>100 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrachromosomal deletion</td>
<td>0.64 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.5 (3.9)</td>
<td>5.9 (9.2)</td>
<td>8.0 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22 (1.0)</td>
<td>100 (4.5)</td>
<td>450 (20)</td>
<td>1,600 (73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The frequency of each class was estimated by multiplying the frequency of 5-FOA-resistant Leu⁺, 5-FOA-resistant Leu⁻ Ade⁺, and 5-FOA-resistant Leu⁺ Ade⁻ cells by the corresponding ratio of the examined clones of each phenotype, respectively (18).

b This class is defined as LOH events leading to 5-FOA-resistant Leu⁺ Ade⁻ cells without showing HML-MAT deletion and, thus, includes intragenic point mutation. Since frequencies of such point mutations in wild-type and orc1-4 haploid strains were $0.097 \times 10^{-5}$ and $0.25 \times 10^{-5}$, respectively, contribution of the intragenic point mutation to this class was expected to be less than 10%.

c This class represents HML-MAT deletion (18).

DNA lesions caused by orc1-4 was distinct from those caused by the orc2-1 mutation.

**DISCUSSION**

**RAD9-dependent checkpoint control is required for G2/M cell cycle arrest and induction of cell death caused by temperature-sensitive orc1 mutations.** Arrest of cell cycle induced in orc1-2 and orc1-3 temperature-sensitive mutants has been presumed to be a direct effect of the defect in each ORC subunit protein, and the cell death in these orc mutants has been considered to result from a chromosome catastrophe by incomplete replication or from permanent arrest of cells in M phase (1, 10, 12). In the present study, we demonstrate that growth defects in orc1 temperature-sensitive mutant cells are distinct from those in orc2-1 and orc3-1 strains and involve the action of RAD9-dependent damage checkpoint control, which executes the cell cycle arrest and is required for the induction of cell death. These findings indicated that some kind of DNA lesion, readily recognized by the damage checkpoint control, is produced in the orc1-4/orc1-4 mutant cells at the restrictive temperature.

Using synchronized orc1-4 haploid cells, it was shown that efficiency of origin firing for each replicon is reduced in general and the progression of S phase slows down in the cells under restrictive conditions (Y. Kato, K. Shiraihige, and H. Yoshikawa, unpublished results). Consequently, in such a situation, the average span of a replicon is enlarged, and a replication fork traverses a longer distance and proceeds with unusual directionality in many regions of chromosomes, possibly increasing the chance of the replication fork to stall. Most recently, van Brabant and colleagues reported that yeast cells carrying an artificial chromosome with an ~170-kb origin-free region induced the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control (40). The artificial chromosome was unstable in a rad9Δ strain, undergoing deletions within the origin-free region. The DNA lesion spontaneously arising within the unusually extended replicon triggers the checkpoint control and induces the chromosome instability, resembling that induced in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells at the restrictive temperature.

Abrogation of G2 arrest followed by induction of cell death during a prolonged heat-treatment of orc1-4/orc1-4 cells. We have shown that orc1-4/orc1-4 cells arrested at the G2/M boundary resumed the cell cycle around the 10-h time point after the temperature shift. The abrogation of G2 arrest observed with the orc1-4/orc1-4 diploid cells is probably relevant to a phenomenon called adaptation, in which cells escape from the RAD9-dependent G2 arrest caused by an irreparable DSB after 8 to 12 h of the G2 arrest (14, 23, 31, 33). The duration of G2 arrest until the start of adaptation is almost the same as that until the abrogation of G2 arrest was initiated in the heat-treated orc1-4/orc1-4 cells. The increased level of chromosome instability in the orc1-4/orc1-4 cells that survived after a prolonged heat treatment indicates that DNA lesions remain unrepaired in the mutant cells. However, the adaptation to the damage checkpoint has been clearly documented in the response of yeast cells to X-ray irradiation, endonucleolytic break, and damage generated by the cdc13 mutation, all of which generate DSB. Since we provided no direct evidence for induction of DSB in the orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, we reserve use of the term “adaptation” for the abrogation of G2 arrest in the heat-treated orc1-4/orc1-4 cells. We have to await future studies to determine the relevance between the phenomena. The use of an adaptation-deficient cdc5 allele would be helpful in such studies.

In the orc1 mutant cells, loss of cell viability was induced only after the G2 arrest was abrogated. Upon the abrogation of G2 arrest, cells or their remains with a trace amount of DNA started to emerge. It is therefore likely that the chromosome DNA is degraded in the dying cells. Since the orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ rad9Δ cells continued mitotic growth for at least 24 h under the restrictive condition, it is apparent that loss of cell viability in the orc1-4/orc1-4 cells is not simply due to unrepaired DNA lesions or the enhanced chromosome instability. The adaptation of RAD9-dependent G2 arrest is an actively promoted cellular process (37). Similarly, the induction of cell death as well as the abrogation of G2 arrest in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells might be an active process in which the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control is involved. From this point of view, we...
propose that the induction of cell death is an intrinsic task of the RAD9-dependent damage checkpoint control and term this phenotype of orc1 mutants CICD (for checkpoint-dependent induction of cell death). Bennett et al. reported their findings relevant to the CICD, in which a single irreparable DSB in a dispensable plasmid leads to RAD9-dependent lethality in yeast cells (2). In mammalian cells, checkpoint control mechanisms are involved in the cellular apoptosis as well as the arrest of cell cycle (48). It is also widely known that the abrogation of cell cycle arrest is prerequisite to initiation of the apoptotic process caused by DNA damages (30). Although the molecular mechanisms of CICD is unknown, the dual roles of the damage checkpoint control are presumably common in both monocellular and multicellular eukaryotes.

Roles of RAD9-dependent checkpoint control in growth defects of orc2-1/orc2-1 cells. The RAD9-dependent checkpoint control may be triggered in cells carrying other temperaturesensitive orc alleles at the restrictive temperature. This is true at least in the case of orc2-1. Upon shifting to 26°C, orc2-1/orc2-1 cells were not arrested at the G1/S boundary but at the G2/M boundary. Loss of cell viability was also noted under this condition. Both cell cycle arrest and cell death at the semirestrictive temperature were almost fully suppressed by rad9Δ mutation, implying that DNA lesions arising in the orc2-1/orc2-1 cells are capable of triggering the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control. It is also clear that loss of viability in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells requires the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control at least under the semirestrictive condition. Therefore, we conclude that the induction of cell death in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells is a CICD phenotype of this allele.

At temperatures higher than 26°C, a more pronounced cell death was observed and its suppression in the absence of Rad9p was only partial, indicating involvement of RAD9-independent mechanisms in the loss of viability in the orc2-1/orc2-1 cells at higher temperatures. It should be noted that in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells the phase of cell cycle arrest was changed when increasing the growth temperature; intra-S arrest was predominant at 30°C, while G1/S arrest was predominant at 37°C. Since the

FIG. 8. Induction of chromosome instability in orc1-4/orc1-4 and orc2-1/orc2-1 diploid cells in the presence and absence of Rad9p function after the temperature shift. Cells were grown at the indicated temperatures, and aliquots were withdrawn at the indicated time points and examined for frequencies of 5-FOA-resistant (5-FOA') cells, as described in Materials and Methods. (A) RD301 (wild-type), RD603 (orc1-4/orc1-4), RD611 (rad9Δ/rad9Δ), and RD613 (orc1-4/orc1-4 rad9Δ/rad9Δ) were grown at 23 and 37°C. (B) RD605 (orc2-1/orc2-1) and RD615 (orc2-1/orc2-1 rad9Δ/rad9Δ) were grown at 26, 30, and 32°C.
orc2-1/orc1-4 cells were not permanently arrested at these phases of the cell cycle under the restrictive conditions, the mutant cells may undergo loss of viability upon abrogation of the intra-S or G1/S arrest. Given that the cell cycle arrest at G1 or S phase is abrogated, mitotic growth of orc2-1/orc2-1 cells would probably be restrained by G1/M checkpoint when the initiation of DNA replication is severely inhibited (38, 46). The G1/M checkpoint may be related to the RAD9-independent lethality observed in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells at higher temperatures.

**Chromosome instability caused by orc1 temperature-sensitive alleles.** DNA lesions induced in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells at the restrictive temperature lead to chromosome instability. In Rad9p-proficient orc1-4/orc1-4 cells, chromosome instability was suppressed until the 10-h time point, after which cell cycle arrest was abrogated. When Rad9p was absent, chromosome instability in the diploid cells was induced shortly after the temperature shift. Therefore, the DNA lesion that triggers RAD9-dependent checkpoint control is possibly a direct cause of chromosome instability. Loss of chromosome III is the most prominent LOH event in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells at the restrictive temperature. This may be due to a mitotic problem of incompletely replicated sister chromatids, following the abrogation of G1 arrest. Another possible cause of chromosome loss in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells is the failure of homologous recombination between sister chromatids or homologous chromosomes in the S and/or the G2 phase (18). It was clearly demonstrated that the DNA lesions produced in orc1-4/orc1-4 cells lead to chromosome aberrations involving intrachromosomal recombination and allelic or ectopic recombination between chromosomes. Assuming that the spontaneously stalled replication fork is the DNA lesion itself, orc1-4/orc1-4 cells require processes of recombination repair to solve the problem.

In contrast to orc1-4/orc1-4, chromosome instability was never induced in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells, even in the absence of RAD9-dependent checkpoint control. Therefore, DNA lesions induced in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells may be efficiently repaired whenever the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control works or not. In orc2-1/orc2-1 cells, however, the DNA lesions are constantly produced at a level sufficient to activate continuously the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control. Furthermore, growth defect in orc2-1/orc2-1 cells is severer than that observed with orc1-4/orc1-4 cells. One possible explanation for these puzzling observations is that DNA lesions produced in both alleles differ in structure or in distribution within the genome. Although the reason for these differences between orc1-4 and orc2-1 alleles is unclear, it is suggested that Orc1p possesses a unique function, the absence of which leads to severe chromosome instability.

In multireplicon organisms, the order of origin firing is regulated by unknown mechanisms (35, 47). However, the regulation seems not to be completely strict, and utilization of origins in a single round of the cell cycle differs between individual cells. Therefore, DNA lesions may be caused by a spontaneous perturbation of origin firing even in wild-type yeast cells, although its frequency is lower than in the orc1 alleles. Since rad9Δ/µad9Δ showed a moderate level of chromosome instability, the RAD9-dependent checkpoint control seems to play the same role in both wild-type and orc1 alleles. Hence, it is probable that the perturbation of origin firing is monitored by the checkpoint control and, responding to the level of perturbation, cells are arrested at the G2/M boundary or eliminated from the population by the checkpoint mechanisms. When cells lose the checkpoint control, the perturbation of origin firing can be tolerated by the cells and results in chromosome instability in the cells.
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